
Book Scanners
Robotic Upgrades Available





Meet the Rest of the Family!
SMA: The ideal supplier for complete solutions of scanning and preservation. 
For safely digitizing large originals, SMA offers a full line of large format flatbed 
scanners. If you have demand for long-term preservation, SMA offers an extensive 
line of Archive Writers.

VERSASCAN Flatbed Family
SMA proudly presents the VERSASCAN with V3D scanning 
technology. V3D or Visual 3D increases the depth of field offering 
perfect reproductions of nearly any structured surface. Like all SMA 
scanners, the VERSASCAN operates independent of ambient light 
and can be utilized in all lighting environments. SMA is the only 
company in the world that offers a full line of large format flatbed 
scanners varying from A1+ to Double A0+. The utilized Gigabit 
Ethernet interface guarantees the highest possible image transfer 
rates resulting in increased productivity. High quality images based 
on state of the art technology produce optical resolutions of up to 
600 x 1200 dpi in bi-tonal, grey scale, and color.

ROBOSCAN Family
SMA proudly presents the ROBOSCAN, the first large format 
book scanner with automatic page turning function. Like all SMA 
scanners, the ROBOSCAN operates independent of ambient light 
and can be utilized in any lighting environment. The utilized Gigabit 
Ethernet interface guarantees the highest possible image transfer 
rates resulting in increased productivity. High quality images based 
on state of the art technology produce optical resolutions of up to 
600 x 1200 dpi in bi-tonal, grey scale, and color.

ARCHIVE WRITER Family
SMA offers the most complete line of Archive Writers to backup 
your digital files. Save your essential data subject to long-term 
archiving requirements with minimum effort. Cost Effective: SMA 
Archive Writers do not require the use of proprietary microfilm; 
any standard silver halide microfilm will create superior image 
quality in bi-tonal, grey scale, and color. SMA products can be 
upgraded in the future as your requirements change. Film options 
available from 16mm to 16/35mm to microfiche.
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